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In Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, the guidebook written by one of AA’s founders, the chapter on Step 6 begins: 

‘This is the step that separates the men from the boys….’ So declares a well-loved clergyman … who goes on to explain that any 

person capable of enough willingness and honesty to try repeatedly Step Six on all his faults-without any reservations whatever-

has indeed come a long way spiritually….”¹ 

“The step that separates the men from the boys.” No doubt in today’s more gender-focused society he would add, “…

and the women from the girls.” Or maybe he would just say that it’s where the rubber meets the road, for no other Step so cha l-

lenges us when it comes to the sustained effort required to “practice these principles in all our affairs.” 

Why this is so might not be immediately apparent when we first encounter Step 6.  It certainly wasn’t apparent in the early days of 

AA, for the “Big Book,” Alcoholics Anonymous, devotes just one short paragraph to it. In effect it says that willingness is indispen-

sible and that if we’re not completely ready to give up a character defect, then we should ask God to help us become willing. 

That doesn’t sound like much. But anyone who has lived the program for any length of time knows-as Bill W. learned during the 

years between the Big Book and the 12&12-that becoming willing or “entirely ready” often requires substantial persistent effort. 

God doesn’t do all the work; we must do our part. 

Exactly what our part involves varies for each of us depending upon the particular character defect, how attached we are 

to it, and whether we believe the benefits of practicing it outweigh the costs of giving it up. Some defects seem pretty harmless-at 

least in comparison with others that are worse. And some seem so much a part of us, or so useful in getting what we think we 

need in life, that we might not even recognize them as defects until we’re sick and tired of the suffering they cause. 

So just what are these character defects that the Step is concerned with? 

 Some people equate them with the “Seven Deadly Sins,” otherwise known as Pride, Greed, Envy, Lust, Sloth, Anger, 

and Gluttony. That’s not a bad place to start, for if we look closely at more specific defects we usually find that they are manifes-

tations of one or more of the seven. Self-centeredness, for instance, is connected with pride…and with greed…and with each of 

the other 5 as well.                                                                                                     Continued on Page 3) 

 

Willingness and the 6th Step 

Step 6: Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character. 

“If faith without works is dead, willingness without action is fantasy.” ~Anonymous 
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(Continued from Cover) 

Other sources have compiled extensive lists of character defects. Studying such lists and discussing them with your sponsor and 

others can be helpful, but in working Step 6 you will develop your own list that applies specifically to you. And as you continue working the 

Step over the years, that list will probably grow-though as we progress in recovery we usually get free of most of the worst defects. 

All of the character defects in these lists describe habitual attitudes, thoughts, and behaviors that cause unnecessary confl ict with 

other people, within ourselves, and with the God of our understanding. Often they have evolved from survival strategies that we learned in 

childhood. They may have served a purpose at one time, but later in life they interfere with developing healthy relationships and with learn-

ing more effective strategies for dealing with life’s challenges. Yet we cling to them like a starving child clings to a tiny crust of bread, fearing 

to let go and take the bowl full of strange food he’s not sure of. Giving them up is an act of faith. 

Becoming entirely ready, then, is often achieved as the consequence of a painful struggle with each defect similar to the struggle 

that brought us to the program in the first place. Most of us are not willing to give up the worst of them until we can no longer stand the pain 

they cause and have exhausted our efforts to manage them. Thus the process of recovery requires persistent effort to identify patterns of 

thinking and behavior that no longer work for us. 

We must be willing to continue the process of thorough self-examination that we started in Step 4, and to continue discussing our 

findings with trusted others as we learned in Step 5. We must be willing to reconsider all of our habitual thoughts and behaviors in light of the 

character defects that we are beginning to recognize: are we really being nice, or are we being passively aggressive? We must be willing to 

acknowledge the harmful consequences of some behaviors and attitudes that we’ve learned to rely on, such as acting out anger to get our 

way. And we must be willing to keep an open mind to learning new and better ways of doing things, and to letting others show us how. 

How do we know that we’re willing? 

By doing it. 

 

Copied from : http://serenityweb.com/?page_id=74 

http://serenityweb.com/?page_id=74
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June 2021  

MEETING CHANGES;  

 Watch Our Website for updates  
 Please Keep Us up to date as meetings are resuming/ 

parking lot style, ect. 

 Update your group directly through the website, 
“Group Update Form” 
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IN MEMORIAM 

Things We Can Not Change 

To all of our members who have lost family and loved ones 
 

 

Our thoughts and prayers are with you 
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    Central Committee Minutes April 11th, 2021 

The meeting started at 7:00 PM.  We opened with a moment of silence followed by 
the serenity prayer. The readings read included the AA preamble, The Purpose of 
Central Committee and the 12 traditions.   
16 Groups were represented at the meeting: Depth and Weight, Easy does it, OP 

Step, The Grove, Matt Talbot, Step Action, Thruway Group, Williamsville, Buffalo Group, Action Group, Room to Grow, 
Questions and Answers, Soul Purpose Group, North Evans Men’s Group, Lockport Ladies and Iron Horse. 

Reports: 
Envelope system: April income= $961, 45 members (Alan D.) 
Steering committee: 7 members met, but there was no new business  
Financial report: March our Starting Checkbook balance was $31,145.81. We took in $5,417.58 in Contributions from 

Groups and individuals. The Envelope System took in:  $886.00, Literature, Tax & shipping came to $1,157.39. New Fron-
tiers subscriptions were $53.00 for total income of $7513.97. Our expenses totaled $99.99. That means this month we 
took in $2,156.02 LESS than our expenses This month, but for the year to date we are $58.75 to the good..  Final check-
book balance is $28,989.79. Corrections beginning balance was $5,145.38. Had a $3.00 Bank Fee for a balance of 
$5,142.38.Treatment beginning balance was $1,146.42. Had a $3.00 bank fee for a final balance of $1,143.42. 

Treatment: ( Report given by Ashlee H.) TFC had a committee meeting today( May 2nd) at 530pm. 10 people and 6 

home groups in total at meeting. Balance of treatment committee: $1146.26. We are currently going into: Stutzman’s every 

Tuesday at 8pm and every Friday at 715pm.  ECMC (correction to last report) every week Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-

day, Friday and Sunday at 7pm.  At our next meeting we plan to fill the first, second and fifth Friday of each month at 

715pm. TFC is looking for more home group reps to get involved. Next facility we plan to reach out to is the VA and Reflec-

tions. Still waiting to hear back from the Salvation Army. Brenna V. from Depth and weight group has been voted in as the 

TFC recording secretary. TFC meets the first Sunday of each month at 530pm, currently via zoom. Zoom login is: meeting 

ID: 916 786 0417 Password: TFC 

Corrections: Area 50 corrections created a zoom meeting with Erie county holding center. Brian met with director and 

provided them with literature and pamphlets.  15 big books were not allowed in because they were not soft covered.  Brian 

would like to get approval to use correction money to get literature. Districts were spoken to about taking on commitments 

that were formerly undertaken by the intergroup and held at Alden. No commitment has been set for someone to go into 

Alden.  In the interim, Tony M. is chairing meeting for Erie county holding center. The meeting in the holding center has 

grown since its first meeting, with 12 to 18 people showing up currently.  The area correction’s committee is considering 

buying a microphone. A group conscience is needed from central committee on how to proceed when it comes to working 

together with area corrections committee. (Brian).  

Night-watch:  No report, answering attendant is fine and problem seems to be resolved for now.   
PIC/CPC: No report and no chair 
Education and Participation: No report 
Central office:  TOTAL CALL's INCLUDING AFTER-HOUR'S ;  AA Call's: 243, 12-STEP:21,  

*Updated since last month: Groups we need to hear from!!!! When I cannot stress enough how important communication 
with the groups and up to date contact info is!!! With that: NEED CONTACT INFORMATION: MOST LACK A PHONE 
NUMBER!!! HAS TO BE AN ACTUAL PERSON, NO FACILITIES!!! 

 
Zone 1:- O.D.A.T.,- EXPRESS,-NEW WEST SIDE ON SERENITY,-SUNDAY’S BEST 
Zone 2:- THE AFTER HOURS GROUP 
Zone 3:-NEW BEGINNINGS (SPRINGBROOK),-PERSEVERANCE 
Zone 5:-NEW FREEDOM; Niagara Falls, -SOBRIETY ON THE LAKE( Appleton) 
Zone 6:- LIVING SOBER-DUNKIRK, - THE DERBY LUNCH GROUP 
Zone 7:- CASTING, -SECOND CHANCE 
Zone 8:- OUR MEETING @ THE V.A.,-TFC - 12 STEP CALL; Veteran's Hospital, TUESDAY/WEDNESDAY, 1:00 
PM/8:00 PM (does this even meet?? 
WE ARE ASSUMING NOTHING OF GROUPS MEETING, IF I DON’T HEAR FROM A GROUP BEFORE THE NEXT 
PRINTING OF THE SCHEDULE, THEY WON”T BE IN IT!!! 
Groups Please Update’s ( resuming, indoor, outdoor, bring masks, chairs,  drink, ect)… through 
the website.  W e are making the web-database the Master database and th is avoids something s l ip-
ping through the cracks. Please don’ t  th ink  just  post ing i t  on Facebook wi l l  get this  done. Please re-
member our pr imary purpose;  a new person is going to f ind us is  through th is  webs i te. Please be 
respons ib le! ! !  

NEED: Name, Address, Phone and Email 
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(Continued from previous page) 

 
Internet presence:  
2021 Zoom Convention. We  do not have a date for our first CONVENTION  meeting as of yet. We will  
contact the volunteers by Phone as to the committee info. Call chair Larry H. At 716-578-2652 to volunteer. 
2022 Convention (in-person): In the process of getting a co-chair from zone 3. 

(Diane D.) 
Liaison GSA:  GSA Committee Met via zoom on 4/26 at 7 PM 
Area 50 Delegate spoke briefly about the recently concluded Conference and outcome.  Hank K was hesitant to share par-
ticulars since the Board of Trustees had not concluded their meeting. 
Details Given-“AA Comes of Age 2.0 is next year’s Conference Theme.  The role of Areas will be increasing due to the surge 
of tech sources and our abilities to adapt to them thus increasing our inter communications. The Post Conference Assembly 
on 6/17 at 10 AM via Zoom will share all the outcomes and positions of the entire Conference. Professional Community 
Committee made a presentation to UB Nurses and was widely appreciated and great responses resulted. A Network for the 
Aging presentation is planned 6/15. Corrections: Brian B. has discussed possibility of combining resources with Buffalo Inter-
group to cover the County and GSA 50 then to manage the Corrections Service Commitment going forward. Grapevine- a 
new Zoom Grapevine Meeting was starting 7 PM Tuesday’s 5/4 as well as noon Wednesday 
Yours in service. Dean C., Dean C, dcatt627@gmail.com, (716) 870-6771 

Archives:  Please come join the archives virtual breakfast on Saturday, May 8th. It’ll be held from 10am - noon. The zoom 

information is ID 331 417 2122. Password is Area50. Prior to Lyle, speaking we will have a great presentation. I’d like to 

thank Lila M, Lorna J, Thomas B, Paul C, John R, Pat M, and Megan R, for recently putting lots of hours into cleaning and 

organizing the archives repository. It’s really coming along well please come visit us, better yet volunteer. I’d also to to thank 

Terry B for all she does for the archives and especially for watering and looking out for the pass it on plants. Please don’t 

throw away any AA related materials without considering donating them to the archives. We are an autonomous committee 

and receive no donations except from group and individual donations. If you’d like to donate please send your contributions 

to: Area 50 archives 111 Crocker St.Sloan, NY 14212. We have never been in the dark the lights have always been on in 

archives and will continue to be! 

Any questions, concerns, problems or suggestions please contact me at 716-866-6612. Yours in love and service, David G. 

Old Business:   
: Tom C. shared the options we have for a virtual convention.  The first choice would be a webinar that can have up to 1,000 
people for $340, or 3,000 attendees for $990.  However, webinars have no break-out rooms and only 100 people can have 
audio and video on.  The second option is to use zoom.  With the zoom option we can have 1,000 attendees, up to 50 break 
out rooms, 9 spot-light videos, and livestream from Facebook and YouTube.  The zoom option costs only $90.  Tom C. felt 
that the zoom option would be the best option. 

New business: 
 :  A motion was made to have a virtual convention. After some discussion, 18 members were in favor of a virtual convention, 
while 2 were not.  Therefore, the motion to have a virtual convention passed.   
 A motion was made to transfer responsibilities and assets of intergroup’s correction’s committee to area 50 correc-
tion’s committee.  There was no second and the motion died on the spot because legally, we cannot take such action at this 
time. We would need to first amend the by-laws and give groups time to discuss such a major change.  Tom C. made a mo-
tion to allow central committee to spend their money to provide literature to area 50 correction’s committee. This motion 
passed. 
 Dave G. made a motion that Central Committee begin meeting in-person, including pre-meeting with standing com-
mittees at 5:30, starting in June.  The motion passed, provided that the church is able to honor our request. Terry will let the 
body know what the church says via the newsletter, as well as the website. Terry will also let us know whether or not we are 

able to provide refreshments during the meeting. Until we know more, we will not be providing refreshments  
Announcements:    

No new announcements 

Next Central Committee meeting will be June 6th at St. Andrews Parish Hall.. 

mailto:dcatt627@gmail.com
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Concept VI: The Conference recognizes that the 

chief initiative and active responsibility in most 

world service matters should be exercised by the 

trustee members of the Conference acting as the 

General Service Board. 

 

 • Are we familiar with how our General Service 

Board (G.S.B.) Class A and Class B trustees serve 

A.A.? Are we familiar with how our other trusted 

servants serve A.A.?  

• Are we clear about the terms, “chief initiative” 

and “active responsibility”? Can we see a direct 

link to our home group? 

Tradition Six: An AA group ought never  

endorse, finance, or lend the AA name to 

any related facility or outside enterprise, 

lest problems of money, property, and 

prestige divert us from our primary pur-

pose. 
 

 Should my fellow group members 

and I go out and raise money to  
 endow several AA beds in our  
local hospital? 

 Is it good for a group to lease a 
small building? 

 Are all the officers and members 
of our local club for AAs familiar 
with “Guidelines on Clubs” (which 

is available free from GSO)? 

 Should the secretary of our group 

serve on the mayor’s advisory  
 committee on alcoholism? 

 Some alcoholics will stay around 

AA only if we have a TV and card 
room. If this is what is required to 

carry the message to them, 
should we have these facilities? 
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